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tinuity of ground-levels at point (a ) , Fig. 12, is about 3-4 meters.
A similar recovery effect is expected at higher frequencies. The usefulness
of such an effect is much reduced, however, due to the requirement that the
antenna heights be a fraction of wavelength. Furthermore, significance of the
effect will be lessened due to the increased importance of ground irregularity
and refraction.
2.11 Ray theory treatment. Where diffraction and scattering may be neglected
and ground-reflection is either specular or insignificant, ray theory treatment
may be useful.
Wong 62 has developed a ray tracing technique using a differential analyzer,
which attempts to explain radio holes, antiholes, dense space-fadings and radio
ducting observed in field measurements by means of divergence, convergence and
crossing of rays from transmitter. Current ray-tracing techniques using electronic differential analyzers, and building on techniques of Hartree, et al.,r;:; are
well able to handle atmospheres where the refractive index varies with distance
as well as height. Given a time-stationary or "snap-shot" information of
refractive index in two-dimensional space including great-circle propagation
path at a moment, it claims to be capable of consistently identifying the occurrence, types and locations of various radio propagation anomalies."2
The technique provides a means of solving propagation problems in nonstandard atmosphere which is often intractable by other methods. · The technique, however, aside from the limitations mentioned at the beginning of this
section, has such serious flaws as follows:
1.

2.

3.
4.

It fails to account for phase differences among waves propagating through
different paths and arriving at a receiving point. The effect of the phase
differences is greater as frequency of radiation increases.
It requires knowledge of refractive index profiles along the propagation path
at a given time. This information is almost impossible to obtain at the
present state of technology.
A rigorous experimental verific:ltion of the theory is extremely difficult, if
not impossible.
Ground reflection of waves is neglected.

2.12 R efraction anomalies. Measurements with refractometers often show
layers and smaller refractive-index inhomogeneities in the terrestrial atmosphere. 54 These are due usually to water vapor variations, and are found mostly
in the lowest 10,000 feet of the atmosphere. Anomalies which result from

atmospheric refraction of radio waves have been extensively observed and some
tentative, but quantitative conclusions, can now be reached regarding spaceand time-variation of such anomalies.r.2,55-57 The anomalies occur in propagation
both over land and over ocean.

T,hey have not been observed to be dependent
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on radio wave
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polarization.r.~

Dense space-ladings within horizon. Propagation at frequencies above
30 mc/s often encounters dense fadings ·where the radio signal fluctuates spatially
with large amplitudes and small spacings from maxima to minima, e.g., emplitudes of up to 40 decibels at spacings of one mile at 3000 me are observed. 52
2.12-1

These are important and frequently occuring anomalies in ground-to-air communications, but they are likely to be obscured by commonly occurring anti-holes
in air-to-air propagation.
Examples of deep fading are shown in Fig. 13. Here, curves were measured
on separate days-both at 2300 me, with continuous wave transmission, vertical
polarization, 35-foot transmitting height, and 10,000-foot receiving-airplane
height over Chesapeake Bay.52 The arrows denote locations of field-strength
minima of interference between direct and reflected signals in the standard
refractive conditions over spherical earth. The top curve is nearly standard.
The bottom curve shows deep fading-where the signal fluctuates spatially with
considerable amplitudes, and with the minima more closely spaced than in the
standard curve.
Dense spatial fading, more severe than in Fig. 13, has been observed with
fading amplitudes of up to 40 decibels from signal maxima to minima, and
with spacings of 1 mile at 3000 mc. 52

Radio holes and antiholes. Propagation at frequencies above 30 mc/ s
often encounters radio holes of 15 decibels or more and accompanying antiholes
where the signal fluctuates spatially with large amplitudes and irregular spacings.
They are the prominent and frequently occurring a nomalies found in air-to-air
propagation. Radio holes have also been observed in ground-to-air propagation
within the standard horizon,"2 though much less often.
2.12-2

Beanri 5 observed "prolonged space-wave fadeouts" on the 49.3 mile Cheyenne
Mountain-Kendrick path (0=0.221 degrees ) at 1046 mc/ s. These represent the
first report of radio holes within the standard horizon in propagation between
high-altitude points (between ground located at 43 feet above surrounding plains
and mountain top, approximately 2800 feet above the surrounding plains-h 1 =
8800' el. , h 2 =5260' el.).
In Fig. 14, the field-strength versus distance curve was measured air-to-air
at 3296 me, with horizontal polarization and pulse modulation.

The transmitting

and receiving antennas were carried by airplanes flying opposite headings at
10,000 feet above sea level on an east-west path, the center of separation remaining within a few miles of Bellefontaine, Ohio, where ground is near 1250 feet
above sea level." 2 The dashed curve represents inverse-distance field-strength.
There are a pair of hole and antihole within the standard horizon, SH, and a
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Frequency: 2300 mc/s
Transmitter Ht.: 35Ft.
Receiver Ht.: 10,000 Ft.
SH: Standard Horizon
Location of Field-Strength
Minima of Interference Between
Direct and Reflected Signals :n
the Standard Refractive Conditions
Over Spherical Earth.
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Fig. 13. Field-strength vs. Distance Curves on Different Days in Groundto-Air Progagation.
Reproduced with Permission of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.

second pair far beyond the standard horizon. The field-strength in the second
antihole rises to within a few decibels of inverse-distance field-strength, and
is several tens of decibels above the field-strength due to atmospheric scattering.
Holes wider and deeper than those in Fig. 14 have been observed, sometimes
with field-strength losses of 30 decibels or more.
In Fig. 15, field-strengths were measured ground-to-air simultaneously-
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at 328 me with continuous wave transmission from a 70-foot transmitting antenna
height, at 1186 me with pulse modulation from a 70-foot height, and at 2300 me
with continuous wave from a 35-foot antenna height."2 All three frequencies
used vertical polarization; the receiving antennas were located in an airplane
flying at 10,000 feet over Chesapeake Bay. A deep radio hole, 30 miles wide,
is seen well within the standard horizon SH at 1186 and 2300 mc/s.

The hole

is hardly noticeable at 328 mcj s. This r.nay be because reflections from the Bay
were specular at the last frequency, and thus gave considerable reflected field
in the hole, but were non-specular and diffusely scattered at the two higher
frequencies. The arrows in Fig. 15 denote locations of field-strength minima due
to interference for standard atmosphere over spherical earth.
A wide radio hole can be produced well within the standard horizon, groundto-air, by a strong layer which rises steeply from near the transmitter for
several hundred feet of height and then levels off with distance. Such a layer
occurs with incoming sea breeze.
Propagation measurements at spot frequencies in the 250-10,000 me band
show that, except when affected by reflections from the earth's surface, the
occurrences and locations of radio holes and antiholes do not in gross features
depend on frequency in the band concerned.
On entering and leaving a radio-hole, the field falls and rises at spatial
rates which increase with frequency. In antiholes, the distance between fieldstrength minima decreases with frequency. 52
2.13 Summary and suggestions for further investigations. Propagation of
radio waves above 30 mc/ s within the radio-horizon generally follows theoretical
expectation when terrain irregularity and space- and time-variation of refractive
index of the propagation-path are t aken into consideration. Thus, a reasonably
accurate prediction of field-strength is possible for propagation within the

0
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Frequency: 3295 mc/s
Antenna Hta : 10, 000 Ft .
Ohio, May 15, 1951
SH: Standard Horizon

Distance from Transmitter in Statute Miles

Fig. 14. Variation of Field-strength with Distance Exhibiting Radio
Holes and Antiholes.
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Reproduced with Permission of the Institute of Radio Engineers.

radio-horizon when relatively simple ground configuration is involved and when
the refractive-index of the propagation path is a simple function of altitude.
When the propagation-path is mountainous and irregular, the terrainirregularity correction factor formula given in section 2-5 gives a statistical
estimate of the field-strength.

In point-to-point propagation over a mountainous
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region, a closer estimate may be obtained by taking diffraction into consideration.
At VHF and UHF, the method proposed by LaGronell4 may be used. It should
be pointed out, however, that LaGrone's method is still in the developmental
stage, as the author states himself.
When attenuation due to woods must be taken into consideration, the formula
for the attenuation due to trees given in section 2-5 furnishes an estimate.
The attenuation due to woods at frequencies above 4000 mc/ s is yet to be investigated experimentally, as well as the dependency of the attenuation on type and
thickness of woods.
Much more investigation is necessary before useful quantitative conclusions
can be reached on the effect of buildings on the field-strength at given locations.
When the refractive-index of the propagation-path varies in space and
time, the ray-tracing technique developed by Wong52 is useful. Using these
ray-tracing techniques, it is possible to predict the field-strength for a given
refractive-index profile, however, a given field-strength distribution cannot be
used to determine uniquely, at the present state of technology, the refractiveindex distribution of the path.

III.

Diffraction

3.1 Diffmction. When an opaque obstacle of finite extent is placed between the
terminal points in a propagation path of electromagnetic waves so that it obscures one end from the other, radio energy arrives at the receiving point by
diffraction around and over the edges of the obstacle. This is explained by the
application of Huygens' principle in which each elementary area of a wave front
represents a new source of waves which radiates energy into the area behind
the obstacle. The summation of all these elementary contributions is given by
the Fresnel integrals as a function of the parameter v which depends on frequency
and the geometry of the diffraction path.
A detailed discussion of the diffraction theory is not within the scope of
the present paper so readers are referred to literature available elsewhere. 58- 6 4
3.2 Knife-edge diffraction. In the usual theoretical treatment the obstacle
has been replaced by an artificial half-plane for simplicity. According to the
Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction theory, the field for horizontally-polarized waves
and the field for vertically-polarized waves have similar characteristics when
terminal points are well removed from the obstacle.
The calculation of transmission loss over a knife-edge obstacle shows that
under certain conditions the loss with the obstacle in the propagation path is
considerably less than it would be for smooth spherical conditions.

This effect
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is known as obstacle gain.
in the literature.aB--59,65-&s

Many instances of obstacle gain have been reported

For instance Kirby et az.us measured the transmission loss for a path crossing .
Pikes Peak, Colorado, and found that the attenuation was 25.9 to 39.1 decibels
(an average of 28.9 decibels) less than at nearby locations not affected by the
peak.

Measurements were made at 59.75 mc/s.

The path length was 94 miles

long, with the peak being located about 62 miles from the transmitter. They
obtained a similar obstacle gain of up to 31.3, 23.1 and a value greater than
17.5 decibels for frequencies of 100 mc j s, 191.75 mc j s and 1046 mc/ s, respectively.
They also found a marked reduction of fading at locations directly behind the
peak.
The prediction of the knife-edge approximation theory has been found to
agree reasonably well with experimental results obtained in different mountainous areas. Kirby, et al. 68 , for instance, report a good agreement of the theory
with experimental results for the Pikes Peak path discussed above.

Their

calculations were made on the assumptions that:
1.

2.
3.
4.

The peak is of knife-edge form and of infinite extent in the horizontal direction
normal to the propagation path.
The reflecting surface of the ground on the receiver side of the peak is a
plane with reflection coefficient of -1.
The reflection of the wave on the transmitter side is negligible.
The loss of 10 decibels is added for the 59.75 mc / s path to account for neargrazing of foreground obstruction at the transmitter site.

The agreement Kirby et al. found is good for receiving antenna heights
up to 110 feet above local ground.

The width of the first Fresnel zone at the

peak was 2800 feet at 59.75 mc/ s and correspondingly smaller for higher frequencies. The maximum deviation of the peak from a knife-edge within the
first Fresnel zone at 59.75 mc/s was 700 feet.
Agreement has not been good enough in several other experiments66 •69 to
consider them a justification of the theory. For example, in an experiment by
Dickson, et al. 66 on a 160-mile Yukutat-Gustavous, Alaska, path at 38 mc/s with
Mt. Fairweather (8775 feet) at the path midpoint, a transmission loss of 134
decibels was observed while the calculated knife-edge loss is 127 decibels (50
decibels more than the free space loss). The calculated spherical-earth diffraction
loss for the path with assumed effective height of the receiving and transmitting
antnnas of 50 feet is 207 decibels (105 decibels more than the free space loss)
corresponding to an obstacle gain of 73 decibels. The fading range on this
path was less than ±2 decibels over a period of 30 days.
A number of explanations can be advanced to account for the discrepancy
between the knife-edge diffraction theory prediction (of obstacle gain 55 decibels)
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and experiment as follows :
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

It is possible that the effect of the terrain between the terminals and the
obstruction is not adequately approximated by simple image theory.
The assumption of effective reflection coefficient equal to -1 may not be valid.
The shape and electromagnetic properties of obstructions are not taken into
consideration.
Knife-edge diffraction theory, based on assuming an equivalent horizontal
knife-edge at the maximum elevation determined by the vertical profile, may
not be applicable to the analysis of this circuit where there are several high
peaks in the immediate vicinity of the great circle path between the terminals.
Free-space gain of the antennas, which is assumed in theory, may not be
realized.

Figure 16 shows the result of calculations of field-strength behind a knifeedge for propagation at 100 me under standard atmospheric conditions. 68 The
figure is drawn for terminal heights of 100 feet above the spherical earth,
separated by 50 and 150 miles, and with a knife-edge located at the path midpoint,
assuming ground reflection-coefficient of -1, and neglecting divergence, using
four ray treatments of Shelling, et al.'' 8 •66 The scatter-field component in Fig. 16
was obtained by extrapolating National Bureau of Standards Cheyenne mountain
data. 70
Where the collective effect of many obstacles is to be considered in determining the field-strength, LaGrone71 reported that the local terrain features
were the determining factors at VHF and UHF. LaGrone reported that terrain
irregularities at a distance greater than about 5 miles from a receiving point
had negligible effect on the local field-strength level except in unusual cases71
(see section on "Effect of irregular terrain," Chapter II).
McPetrie and Ford ~n have shown that the field-strength distribution behind
a single tree at 3260 mc/ s is very well approximated by the Fresnel theory,
while Megaw7 2 maintains that the same is true for the case of diffraction by a
steel mast at 600 mc/s.
3.3 Diffraction around a parabolic or circular cylinder. While the FresnelKirchhoff knife-edge diffraction theory has the advantage of relative simplicity,
it does not take into account such significant parameters as (1) the radii of
of curvature at diffracting edges, (2) the composition of the obstruction, and (3)
the polarization of the radiation.

Ricell has derived a theory for a parabolic

cylinder diffraction very similar to that obtained for knife-edge theory in the
limiting case when the radius of curvature of the cylinder approaches 0, and
agrees with Bremmer-van del Pol's spherical earth diffraction fields when the
radius of curvature of the parabolic cylinder is equal to that of the spherical
earth.
The theory of Fock61,62 and its extensions by N. Logan63 require a consider-
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Fig. 16. Calculated Field-Strength Behind a Knife-Edge.
Reproduced wit h Permission of the Institute of Radio Engineers.
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able amount of mathematical manipulation, which in many cases is prohibitive.

Diffraction at close ranges
1. Knife-edge. Knife-edge diffraction was solved rigorously many years
ago by Sommerfeld. Polarization effects predominate only at relatively short
distances (measured in wavelength) from the diffraction edge. Figure 17 59
shows the ratio of received power for vertical polarization to received power with
horizontal polarization as a function of the distance from the diffracting edge.
The experimental results are in good agreement with the Sommerfeld theory.
3.4

At a distance of 50 wavelengths from the edge the difference between the two
polarizations is only 0.4 decibel in power. In addition, the power measured behind
a knife-edge as a function of receiving antenna height is shown 6 a in Fig. 18.
Vertical and horizontal polarization give similar results when the edge is not
approached too closely.
2. Cylindrical mountains.

The power measured behind a conducting cylin-

drical mountain is shownn:J) in Fig. 19.

A large difference exists between the

two polarizations, particularly when the mountain is approached.

For vertical

polarization the field is much stronger than for horizontal polarization.
The field-strength behind a cylindrical mountain is a function of the radius
of curvature of the crest and of polarization as is shown63 in Fig. 20.

For

vertical polarization the received power increases with the radius of curvature,
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while the reverse is true for horizontal polarization.

In addition, the slope of

the power variation with diffraction angle is essentially the same as for a knifeedge in the case of vertical polarization, but it becomes steeper with an increasing
radius of curvature for horizontal polarization.

Thus, in the cacse of vertical

polarization the region behind the mountain is "brighter" than that behind a
knife-edge; for horizontal polarization, it is "darker."
The power at grazing incidence as the receiver moves away from the cylindrical mountain is shown 59 in Fig. 21, for a crest of ka=239 (k =21C/).).

The

effect of polarization decreases with distance from the mountain, but is still
appreciable, even at 250). from the mountain. In comparison the power variation
for a knife-edge is also shown.

For a knife-edge the polarization effect is small

except near the edge itself.
A comparison of experiment with theory is shown in Fig. 22 where the ratio
of received power for vertical polarization to that for horizontal polarization is
plotted against distance from the mountain.

Good agreement with theory is

obtained, and the spread between the predicted and experimental results is within
the limitations of the measuring equipment." 9 )

If the receiving power is plotted

as a function of a diffraction angle, the theory satisfactorily predicts the result
over the range of small diffraction angles encountered in practice (Fig. 20b).
It is evident that the variation of the power with a diffracting angle is more

rapid for horizontal polarization than for vertical polarization.
k = 21f/'A
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The power at grazing angles for cylinders of various radii for the two polarizations is shown"u in Fig. 23.

For vertical polarization, the power at grazing

incidence decreases with the radius of curvature.

Agreement with theory is

satisfactory along the grazing as well as the small diffraction angle (Fig. 20b).
3.5

Field attenuation with distanc e behind a cylindTical obstacle

According to

the diffraction theory, waves well within the shadow of a cylindrical obstacle are
attenuated almost linearly with distance, when expressed in decibels.M

Experi-

ments agree with the theory provided:
Sphericity of the actual obstacle (such as a ridge) can be assumed with a good
approximation for the frequency of the wave in question.
2. Radius of the obstacle can be estimated with fair accuracy.
3. Reflection coefficient of the ground in question for the frequency and polarization is known.
1.

The rate of attenuation is higher for a higher frequency.

When the radius of

curvature of the obstacle is increased, the shadow effect is decreased.
Experimental results are shown in Fig. 24 (McPetrie 73 ) and Fig. 25 (Domb
and Pryce<H).

On wavelengths of 11.15 meters and 2.25 meters; the rate of

attenuation agrees well with the theoretical values for horizontal polarization.
For vertical polarization the rate of attenuation is smaller than that calculated on the basis of the reflection coefficient, the discrepancy decreasing with
an increase of frequency, which is in good agreement with theory.

Similar re-

sults are obtained on ridges having radii up to 11,000 feet.
On radii ranging from 2500 feet up to 11,000 feet, theory indicates the
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signal-strength of 11 decibels below free space level.
values 8±2, 15
theory.
3.6.

2 db, and 11

2 db.

Experiments 74 show the

These values agree quite reasonably with

Summary and sugg estions for further investigation

When conditions

stipulated in diffraction theories, for either knife-edge or cylindrical obstacles,
are satisfied, the experimental results agree closely with theoretical predictions.
In propagation paths normally encountered, however, these conditions are not
often satisfied. A diffraction theory that predicts the field-strength for an
arbitrarily given propagation path in terms of a simple function of path parameters is yet to be developed.
Under certain conditions, obstacle gain is observed.

In point-to-point com-

munications, advantages of thi s effect should be considered whenever the geometrical conditions offer such a possibility.
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4.1

Historical survey
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Tropospheric Scatter Propagation
The conventional theory for a smooth spherical earth

predicts an exponential decrease in field-strength levels beyond the horizon of
about 1.2 decibels per mile at 500 mc/ c and 2.4 decibels per mile at 4000 mc/ s.
As a result of this rapid attenuation it was believed that VHF, UHF and SHF
radio propagation was practically limited to the radio horizon.
The assumptions of the conventional theory, however, are open to the following objections:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Reflection of radio waves due to inhomogeneities of the atmosphere is assumed
to be negligible.
The real atmosphere does not fill up all space homogeneously but thins out
roughly exponentially with height.
The linear decrease of atmospheric refractive index results in refractive
indices less than unity, or even less than zero, at sufficiently large heights.
Influence of absolute value of refractive indices on radio-wave propagation is
neglected and only the gradient of atmospheric refractive-index is considered
to be significant.
Earth is not a smooth sphere.

On the experimental side, evidence contrary to the conventional refraction
theory has been noted by many workers.

As early as 1932, Marconi wrote:

In regard to the limited range of propagation of these microwaves, the last
word has not yet been said. It has already been shown that they can travel
round a portion of the earth's curvature, to distances greater than had been
expected, and I cannot help reminding you that at the very time when I first
succeeded in proving that electric waves could be sent and received across the
Atlantic Ocean in 1901, distinguished mathematicians were of the opinion that
the distance of communications, by means of electric waves, would be limited to
a distance of only about 165 miles.75,76
Marconi talked over a distance of 168 miles at about 500 mc/ s in 1932/ 5•76 )
but, because of low power and small antennas, the radio link was unstable and
such occasional long-distance propagation of electromagnetic waves were assumed
to be exceptional accidents.

Throughout the 1930's, however, several experimen-

ters-independently-received widely fading VHF signals far beyond the radio
horizon.17. 77-82
This fading was generally attributed at the time to the presence of signals
reflected from sharp gradients in the refractive index of the atmosphere. 1 3
With the development of higher power tubes and antennas it was found
that field-strengths much greater than expected by the conventional refraction
theory were observed in the range far beyond the radio horizon throughout VHF 1
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UHF, and SHF bands.sa-s9
The concept of an atmospheric duct was introduced to explain these effects.
As more and more experiments were made, however, it became clear that such
"abnormal" propagation occurred much more frequently, even when meterological
investigation indicated no existence of a duct.s5,88
This propagation of radio waves far beyond the radio horizon, to an extent
unexplainable by the conventional refraction theory and in the absence of a
duct, has been called by various names, such as "beyond-the-horizon-" or "extended-range-transmission," but perhaps it is most generally known by the
term "scatter propagation" (sometimes called "forward scatter propagation," to
prevent erroneous connotation) .
There are two distinct types of propagation covered under the category
beyond-the-horizon scatter propagation. The first, "tropospheric," is propagation by means of the scattering of eelctromagnetic waves in the troposphere.
This is useful over the frequency band extending from 100 to at least 10,000
mc/ s, but it is limited in distance to a few hundred miles.
The second, "ionospheric," is communication by means of radio waves
scattered-it is believed-from the lower ionosphere. This phenomenon permits
communication in the frequency range from 25 to approximately 60 mc/ s over
distances extending from approximately 600 to 1200 miles (or 1000 to 2000
kilometers) and can be used for radio-teletype, radio-telegraph, facsimile transmission and voice intelligence with a high degree of reliability.
4.2 Tropospheric scatter propagation mechanism. Even though the existence
of the "scatter signals" at distances far beyond the horizon-in the absence
of super-refractive conditions-is well established, common agreement is lacking
on the physical mechanism by which the "scatter field" is produced.
In 1950, Bullington9o pointed out that such phenomena cannot be explained
as due to refraction with a larger than normal effective earth radius since the
experimental data cannot be fitted to an exponential curve.
One school of thought which may be called "turbulence-scatter theory,"
hypothesizes that the field is caused by turbulent scatterers, "blobs," or radio
clouds caused by random irregularities of the atmosphere.9 1-97
At first, the scatter theory assumed that the size of the blobs were small
compared with the wavelength. It was soon recognized, however, that the
size of the blobs must be large compared with the wave length in order to
explain the VHF as well as the SHF results, and measurements of the index
of refraction have tended to confirm this assumption.os-1oa
In addition to the physical size of the "blobs," the magnitude of the change
in the atmospheric refractive-index and the distribution of the size, number
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and magnitude of the "blobs" in both space and time are needed to calculate
radio transmission phenomena well beyond the radio horizon.
In the theories of "scattering" mentioned so far, the "scatter fields" well
beyond the radio horizon have been proposed on the idea that some additional
property of the atmosphere (such as turbulence) or deviations from the smooth
spherical profile as the cause of the observed "scatter fields."
An alternative explanation is offered by what may be called "internal reflection theory." This theory1 04-tos assumes that the decrease of the atmospheric
density with height not only refracts but also reflects a small portion of the
energy toward the earth's surface, and that the field is caused by the addition of
these internally reflected waves. This theory retains concept of a non-turbulent
atmosphere and a perfectly reflecting spherical earth.
4.3 Field-strength variation with distance for propagation far beyond radio
horizon. Figure 26 is a mass-plot of field-strength measurements obtained by
various investigators.
The curve (a) of Fig. 26 is based on over-land propagation measurements,
by Barsis and others,to9 at 92.5 mc/ s, 100 mc/ s and 1046 mc/ s with transmitting
and receiving antenna heights of 3000 and 40 feet, respectively.
The points (b), (c), and (d) are the results of experiments by Ames,
Newman and Rogers11° at 220 mc/ s with a receiving antenna height of 20 feet.
A 70'X 30' dipole array, with beamwidth 4 o in azimuth, 8° in elevation, and a
gain of 27 decibels, was used as the transmitting antenna with its height at 77
feet above mean sea level. The point (b) is a year-round median value while
the points (c) and (d) are August and January medians for the same overwater path (125 and 75 hours of data), respectively. The curves (e ) and (f)
are also taken for the same over-water path, but are based on measurements
with an airborne receiver at a height above mean sea level of 10,000 feet and
500 feet in December and February, respectivly.
The points (g) are based on over-land propagation experiments by Norton,
Rice and Voglerllil in August at 100 mc/s, with transmitting antenna heights
between 30 and 8000 feet and receiving antenna heights between 18.75 and 41
feet.
The curve (h) is based on experiments by Day and Trolese~G for wavelength
of 10 em, propagated over desert terrain.
Points (i) are the results of experiments by Katzin, Bauchiman and
Binnian85 at wavelengths of 1.25 em, 3.2 em and 9 em, propagated over ocean.
Points (j) are based on experiments by Chambers, Herbstreit and Norton 112

for wavelengths of 29 em and 3.3 meters, at Cheyenne Mountain, Colorado.
Points (k) are results of experiments by Ratcliffe11 3 at wavelengths of 1.25,
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Fig. 26.

Variation of Field-Strength with Distance from Transmitter for
Distance Well Beyond the Radio Horizon at VHF, UHF, and SHF.

3.2 and 9 em.
Points (1) are based on over-land propagation experiments by Bullington90
at frequencies between 42.8 mc/ s and 47.1 mc/ s.
Points (n) are due to Robbins' experiments 114 of propagation at 3675 mc/s,
largely over watery Gulf wastes and open water in Florida, under various foreground conditions in fair weather in September with 57-inch paraboloid antennas
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(gain 32 decibels, beamwidth 3.5 °) and for 48-hour continuous measurements.
Points (o) and (p) are taken from data collected by Bullington.s9,1l5 Points
(o) are for SHF and points (p) are for UHF. In points ( o) are included (I)
Bullington's results at 3700 mc/s over mountainous New England paths with the
transmitter mounted on a 150-foot tower with a 10-foot paraboloid antenna and
a receiving antenna of a 57-inch "dish" located on high ground relative to local
terrain, based on an average of several days to a week, in summer; (2) 300 mc/ s
data over sea water as reported by Megaw; 88 and (3) 3300 mc/ s data given by
NRL experiments. 8 " Points (P) are taken from the following three sources:
(1) Bullington's experiments at 534.75 mc/ s which are medians of several hours
to several days, with a corner-reflector type receiving antenna (gain 10 decibels
above half-wave dipole) mounted on top of a truck, waves being propagated
over New England terrain in summer; (2) Bullington's early-spring experiments
at 495.05 mc/ s with transmitting antenna (gain of 20 decibels above half-wave
dipole) at Holmdel, New Jersey, and receiving antennas-gain of 15 decibels
above half-wave dipole-at Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, and at Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, based on medians of several days and of two weeks on longer and
shorter paths, respectively; and (3) median values over land in the 400 to
550 mc/ s range which have been obtained from several sources and summarized
by FCC.m
Points (q) have been taken from FCC results 117 of experiments at VHF,
mostly in the 40 to 50 mc/ s range, based on six months to a year or more of
observations.
Lines (r) are based on airplane measurements by GerksHa over irregular
land terrain, at 412 mc/ s. Only that part of the data where fading characteristics indicate a "scattering" mode of propagation has been included in the
graph.
Points (s 1 ), (s 2 ) and (s 3 ) are based on measurements by Bullington and
othersll8 at 4090 mc/ s with horizontal polarization using 28-foot paraboloid antennas. These points are monthly medians for June and March, 1954, and the
yearly median for November, 1953-0ctober, 1954, respectively, for over~water
propagation.
Points (s 4 ), (s;,) and (s 6 ) are based on measurements 11 8 at 505 mc/ s with
vertical polarization for the same path with identical antennas for the same
periods.
Points (t) are based on the monthly average for July, 1954, at 399.5 mc/ s
measured by Chisholm and others 11 n with 28-foot paraboloid antennas with a gain
of 28 decibels above isotropic radiator and a similar measurement at 388.5 mc/ s
the latter being a monthly average of daytime (0900-2300) at 534.75 mc/ s for
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June and December, 1950, over a composite path, obtained by Wickizer.no
Point (v) is based on measurements by Rowden and Stark 1 ~ 1 at 94.35 mc/ s
with horizontal polarization for over-water propagation.
Points (w) are based on measurements by Norton and otherslU at 3670
mc/s and are monthly averages for July and December. Propagation is over a
composite terrain and 28-foot parabolid antennas are used.
Points (x) are based on the monthly average for August at 92.9 mc/ s
over a predominantly irregular land-path measured by two stacked rhombic
antenna array, as obtained by Wickizer and Braaten. 12 ~
Points (y) are based on measurements by Trolese 123 at wavelength range
3.2-24 em for over-landpropagation and over relatively fiat terrain.
Points (z) are based on measurements by Bullington and others 11 8 at 505
mc/ s for various weather conditions and are averages of 143-4031 hours.
Inspection of Fig. 26 leads to the following empirical formula for the fieldstrength for distances well beyond the horizon, to be calculated on the basis that
free space gains are realized for antennas.
where E:
where E:

E=-40-0.13d±15
Field-strength for distances well beyond radio horizon in db above
Field-strength for distances well beyond radio horizon in db above
free space.

d: Distances from the transmitter along the earth's surface in miles.
The rate of field-strength decrease of 0.13 db/mile obtained above for the
trans-horizon propagation is in good agreement with the conventionally given
value of 1/ 7 db per mile. 124
The greater degree of scattering of points in Fig. 26 for shorter ranges
(d<100) is thought to be due to the influence of other modes of propagation than
;<scattering" mechanism.
In order to clarify the long-term propagation characteristics of VHF, UHF
and SHF, well beyond radio horizon, the data collected in Fig. 26 were reduced
by the following method:
1.

2.

3.

The data for which experimental conditions suggest the presence of extraneous
non-"scattering" mode have been eliminated.
The data for which duration of recording time is short (less than one month
at any given point) have been eliminated, and only those data each point of
which is an average of at least a month of field-strength level, e.g., point-topoint propagation data, have been retained.
The remaining data are then identified with seasons in which experiments were
conducted and terrains over which waves are propagated.

The result is shown in Fig. 27.
No apparent frequency- or path-dependency is observable, and scattering of
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points in Fig. 27 is just as great as in Fig. 26. It is noted that long-term field
-strength is considerably greater (as much as 25 decibels ) in summer than in
winter. This seasonal variation of field-strength will be discussed in the next
section.
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4.4 Seas orutl variation of field-strength lev el. Average field-strength levels for
propagation far beyond the radio horizon are considerably higher in summer
and fall than in winter and spring. 42,90,1o9-111,115,11S-119,122
The data in Table III show the results of measurements of the differences
in the summer and winter median signals as published to date.
Table III.
Yearly
monNature average Summer
thly median
of profield-strength
pagation strength field
db/ free
path
db/ free level
space level
space

Diff. of
summer
and winter Frequency
medians,
mc/ s
db
--··· -

19.5
13
16
23
24*
13
15

Winter monDistance
thly median Ref.
from
field -strength
transNo.
mitter
level db/ free
space level
Miles

- ·· --

505
4090
3670
3670
220
1046
93

Sea
Sea
Composite
Composite
Sea
Land
Composite

-67+
-83+
-52+
6!+-2

-57.5
-77
-47
-67
-51

Jn**
Jn**
A**
Jl**
A**

-77
-90
-63
-90
-75

Mar**
Dec**
Dec**
Dec**
Jan**

118
118
119
119
110
109
122

173
173
188
188
200
150

* If all summer data known to be markedly influehced by supperrefraction are
eliminated, the resulting summer-time median is 5 db lower and a summer/
winter median ratio of 19 db is obtained.
+ Approximate figure.
** The month in which median is taken. Jn, Jl , A, stand for June, July, August.

4.5

Diurnal variation of field-strength level.

Diurnal variation of field-strength

level for transhorizon propagation is, in general, quite irregular and often very
great. Variations of hourly mean value as large as 30 decibels have been
observed. 4 ~

No "controlled" experiment has been carried out to test the dependence
of the diurnal variation on frequency of radiation, on distance from transmitter,
or on polarization of radiation.
There appears to be no general discernable diurnal trend in the level of
received field-strength for VHF-UHF-SHF propagation well beyond the radio
horizon, in the absence of super-refraction, except that there is a slight minimum
of median or 50-percentile value somewhere between 1300 and 1800 hours,
particularly between 1400 and 1600 hours, on most daily records. Long-term
experimental data48 •111 •114 •115 •119 •123 •125 support this conclusion.
Many attempts have been made to discern some diurnal trend in the fieldstrength level, other than as described above. Conflicting conclusions reached by
various investigators (notably Trolese ;123 Bullington, et al.; no,11s Rowden and
Stark; I n Wickizer and Braaten ;122 and Gough 4 ~) , other than those stated in the
preceding paragraph, are apparently founded on a relatively small amount of data
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and can be ascribed to either super-refraction or a particular weather condition,
e.g., presence of fog over the propagation path, etc. For example, the results
obtained by Bullington, 9 0 Gough, 42 and Rowden and Starkl2l may be explained
by assuming the existence of notcturnal super-refraction. This assumption cannot be verified since no simultaneous refractive-index measurement was made in
the experiments. However, geographical distribution maps of propagation conditions, as reported by LaGrone, 3 4 suggest strongly that super-refraction probably existed during much of the experimental periods concerned.
4.6 Correlation of transmission loss and radio refractivity gradient. Bean and
Meany 126 have investigated the correlation of transmission loss and radio refractivity gradient (defined by the radio refractivity at one kilometer altitude
minus that at zero altitude) at the mid-point of the propagation path. The
25 paths used ranged from 49.3 miles to 227.2 miles, corresponding to Angular
Distances (defined by the angle in the great circle between the radio horizons
of transmitting and receiving antennas as determined for a radio standard
atmosphere 127•11!1.) of -3.18 to 61.90 milli-radians, and frequencies were from
92.3 to 107.9 mc/s. They found the correlation coefficients to be ranging between
0.214 and 0.960 with their average at 0.722, based on six-year averages of
monthly median radio refractivity gradient and observed monthly median transmission loss.

To the author's knowledge, no other investigations of this nature have been
reported.
4.7 Correlation of transmission loss and surface refractivity. There exists a
high correlation between monthly mean surface refractivity and monthly mean
refractivity gradient at a given point. For example, Bean and Meany12G obtained the correlation coefficients ranging from 0.792 to 0.793, except at 1400
hours local time. We have already seen that there exists a high correlation
between monthly median values of transmission loss and of refractivity gradient.
Therefore, it is not surprising that there exists a high correlation between
monthly median values of transmission loss and of surface refractivity. Experimental evidences verifying this have been reported, notably by Pickard and
Stetson84 and Bean and Meany. 1 26 For example, Bean and Meany report the
correlation coefficients to be between 0.593 and 0.918 on two trans-horizon paths
with the receiver far beyond the radio horizon (angular distances of 32.30 and
28.12 milli-radians). The correlation is poor with receivers near the radio
horizon, in the order of 0.009-0.525 at angular distance of 1.805 milli-radians.
4.8 Weath er effects. Monthly median field-strength levels are reasonably well
correlated with monthly mean temperature and dewpoint measurements as made
at either of the terminals of the propagation path.

Attempts to correlate these
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variables on an hourly or daily basis, however, have been unsuccessful.1 18
Strong signals are usually accompanied by hot and calm weather and weak
signals by cold and windy weather.128
When a large amount of data is studied statistically, it has been found
that enhancement of field-strength levels occur in foggy weather and a reduction
occurs in snowy weather. For example, Bullington and others 11 8 have found
enchancements of 6 and 12 decibels in median field-strength when fog is observed
at the receiving end and at both terminals, respectively, over median field-strength
under all weather conditions in October for a propagation of 505 mc/ s vertically
polarized waves over a 278 kilometer path. They observed reductions of 4 and
9 decibels in median field-strength when it is snowing at the receiving end and
at both terminals, respectively.
The occurrence of fog may not be accompanied by an increase of fieldstrength level. For example, Ames and others 11 0 report an occurrence of fog
with a visibility of less than 14 mile that did not exert any obvious large-scale
influence on the field-strength level at 220 mc/ s over a 200-mile over-water path
along the East Coast. The increase of signal levels at the time of the fog must
be understood to have only a statistical significance, and no direct causal connection should be concluded in haste.
It is expected that the degree of the fog or snow influences the propagation
characteristics, but, insofar as the author knows, no experiments of this nature
have been reported.
4.9 Variation of field-strength level with time for propagation well beyond the
radio hm·izon. In general, the variation of the field-strength level with time
for propagation well beyond the radio horizon increases in range and frequency
with the following:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Increasing frequency,
Increasing propagation path length.
Increasing path attenuation.
During warmer seasons.

The time variation of the signal, or "fading," can be divided into two principal
types: fast and slow fading.
The fast or short-term fading is the time variation of the signal at rates
greater than, say 0.1 cps, and is believed to be caused by multipath phase interference. The amplitude of the signal generally follows a Rayleigh-distribution,111, m, us, 129-lso, 132-186 while the amplitude of the fade is Gaussianly~dis
tributed.136
Slow fading is the time variation in the signal level of, say, an hour or
longer, and is considered to be associated with . (1) changes in the average
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refraction in the traposphere ; 129,132 (2 ) changes in atmospheric absorption ;tso or
(3) changes in the intensity of turbulence.J:lO
For propagation far beyond the radio-horizon, the long-term variation in
median values of field-strength level follows a normal probability law (Gaussian
distribution) 118.129 •1 3 2 with a standard deviation (see p. 36) of about 8±1 decibels ..118.l 29

Frequency 220 mc/s
Over-water. Winter.

________ ___
(a)

Within the Radio Horizon

----...

(b)

(c)

~--------~-----

In the Diffraction Region

In the "Scattering" Re gion

Fig. 28.

Comparison of Field-Strength Records
Within and Beyond the Radio Horizon.

Reproduced with Permission of the Institute of Radio Engineers.
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Table IV.

Frequency

Pathlength

mc/ s

miles

Fading-rate
c/ s

Fading-rate

Duration
Notes
of experiments on Type of antenna, type of re- Ref.
which data corder, season of year, time No.
are based of day, angular distance, etc.

---·

92 .0

226.6

0.02 -0.15*

1.5 days

.100.0

223.6

0.03 -0.20*

1.5 days

100 .0

226 .5

0.02 -0.10*

1.5 days

192.8

226.5

0.03*

1.5 days

210.4

226 .5

0.025 -0.32* 1.5 days

220.0

200

0.017 -0 .05*

400 .0
400.0

180
184

10+
1.5*

1046 .0

226.5

0.11

1250 .0

46.3

0.8**

1250.0

46. 3

2.0**

2780.0

119

3 sec.
15 sec.

-0.50*

-5.2+

0.2

3230 . 0

46.3

2.1**

3230 .0

46.3

3.7**

3670.0

188

0.83+

9150.0

119

0.7

9380.0

46.3

9380 .0

46.3

15 sec.
-7•

3.8**
4.7**
-

~ -·-

10 days

-----

8 days

Angular distance 31.7 milliradians. Land. Graphic
milliammeter chart 1.5 in.
per min. Feb.
Angular distance 37.8 milliradians. Land. Graphic
milliammeter chart 1.5 in.
per min. · Feb.
Angular distance 28 .1 milliradians. Land. Graphic
milliammeter chart 1. 5 in.
per min. Feb.
Angular distance 28 .0 milliradians. Land. Graphic
milliammeter chart 1.5 in.
per min. Feb.
Angular distance 31.7 milliradians. Land. Graphic
milliammeter chart 1.5 in.
per min. Feb.
70' x 30' dipole array-Yagi.
Over-water. Esterlin-Angus
recorder.
No other information given
28' paraboloid. Composite
path. 1442 hr. Sanborn
Model 60 high-speed
recorder.
Angular distance 28.8 milliradians. Over-land. Graphic
milliammeter chart
6" / min . Feb.
4' paraboloid. Time 1030.
March.
4' paraboloid. Time 1700.
March.
4' paraboloid. May-JuneAugust. Brush recording
tape (1 in. per sec.)
4' paraboloid. Time 1030.
March.
4' paraboloid. Time 1700.
March.
28' paraboloid. Composite.
Sanborn Model 60 highspeed recorder.
4' paraboloid. May-JuneAugust. Brush recording
tape (1 in. per sec.)
4' paraboloid. Time 1030.
March.
4' paraboloid. Time 1700.
March.

* Fading rate defined as the number of times per second that the envelope of
the received field crosses its 5 min. mean level with a positive slope.
+ Fading rate defined as the number of significant peaks per second.
** Fading rate or speed of fading undefined.

130

130

130

130

130

110
115
119

130

123
123
128
123
123
119
128
123
123

